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Renewable Energy Inquiry – Remit 
 

Initial reply from  
Dr A. R. Wallace,  
Institute for Energy Systems,  
School of Engineering and Electronics, 
University of Edinburgh 

 
The answers interspersed into the parliamentary committee remit document, in italics, are entirely 
the considered view of Dr Wallace, and do not reflect or imply any views of the University of 
Edinburgh. 
 
There has been widespread support in Scotland for developing sources of renewable energy, and 
Scotland is judged by many commentators to have significant potential in this regard.  Scotland 
already has a relatively high level of electricity generated from renewables due to the historic role 
of hydro-electric power. Currently approximately 13% of Scottish energy generated in Scotland 
comes from renewable resources.  
 
The Scottish Executive has set ambitious targets for increasing the percentage of electricity derived 
from renewable sources. The targets are 18% of electricity generated in Scotland to be from 
renewable sources by 2010, and an ‘aspirational’ target of 40% by 2020.  Some commentators have 
questioned the achievability of these targets under current circumstances. As yet no targets have 
been set for non-electricity renewables. 
 
The Committee will examine the potential economic benefits associated with the development of 
the Scottish renewable energy market.  As part of its inquiry the Committee will consider whether 
current Scottish Executive policy on renewable energy (including the current targets) creates 
opportunities or barriers to development, both for local communities and the wider Scottish 
economy.  
 
The Committee has set the following remit for its inquiry:  
"To inquire into the development of renewable energy in Scotland”  
Specifically, the Committee will wish to ask the following questions, which are intended to be 
illustrative rather than prescriptive: 
 
- Will the Executive targets be met, under current circumstances, and are they appropriate?  
- how were they arrived at by the Executive?  
Scottish Executive should be asked this question. 
 
- what is the relationship with UK targets?  
The percentage targets for Scotland are approximately twice those for the UK. 
  
- have assumptions been made about the contributions of different sectors?  
Scottish Executive should be asked this question. 
 
- what are the opportunities and implications for the economy in achieving the targets? 
This is a complex question whose answer may only be projected by scenario-based macro-economic 
analysis.  
 
 Achieving targets should not be at the expense of reduced security of supply, since this is costly in 
the short-term through lost production and social confidence, and in the long-term through reduced 
investor confidence.  



 
Achieving the targets with a single, market-ready, renewable energy technology such as wind 
power will distribute widely the economic benefits of energy production to international, UK and 
Scottish investors in that technology.  Expansion of employment in manufacture and stimulation of 
local economies will be more limited, since there is no indigenous large wind-turbine 
manufacturing base.  The local economic benefit may be restricted to employment in satellite 
component plants for European manufacturers, and modest employment in operation and 
maintenance.  Local manufacture is likely to be restricted to large components like towers and 
blades that are difficult to transport, but whose value as a finished product may be much lower than 
imported nacelles. 
 
The establishment of an indigenous renewable energy manufacturing industry needs to be based on 
another renewable energy form, but few of the next technologies are near enough to market or 
volume production to challenge the commercial advantage that wind power has in current market 
conditions.       
  
- what are the implications if the executive’s targets are not met?  
Demand for electricity must be met on a second by second basis.  Shortfall in delivery of real power 
leads to a reduction in system frequency, excess to a rise.  Frequency reductions lasting longer 
than, say 0.5 seconds, could cause generators to be disconnected and possible widespread loss of 
supply.  This is currently avoided by ensuring that there is a sufficient margin of plant connected to 
the network, with a portion lightly loaded, so that unforeseen increases in demand or network 
events will not cause excessive variation of frequency.  A parallel explanation may be offered for 
the production of imaginary power and voltage levels, although the electricity supply system 
equipment can compensate for slowly occurring voltage variations.   
 
Projected growth should, on a year by year basis, identify the expected peak demands for 
electricity.   Adding system losses and the margins required by regulation, that provide acceptable 
security of supply, defines the capacity of plant that must be connected to the network to reliably 
meet future demand.   Scotland currently meets its demand for electricity from a mix of thermal 
plant (coal, gas and nuclear), large-scale hydro plant, and more recently from a small but 
increasing portfolio of new renewable energy plants, largely on-shore wind.  Excess energy is sold 
to markets in England over East and West Coast inter-connectors, with southward power flows 
limited by total capability across the links.    
 
Conventional wisdom used to recommend that security of energy supply could be maintained by 
having by a diverse range of fuel sources, with no one plant exceeding 10% of the total capacity of 
the whole generation portfolio.   Many thermal generating stations in Scotland will reach retiral 
age between now and 2020.  Without intervention, their contribution to meeting Scottish demand 
and network security of supply will end.   The effects of climate change could vary the availability 
of large-hydro plant.   The effects of weather patterns could lead to short and long term 
intermittency of the wind resource, although this is to some extent offset by geographical averaging.  
For the future it will be prudent to ensure that there remains a reasonable indigenous capacity of 
varied plant types that can provide levels and characteristics of energy supply comparable to today.  
The contribution from renewable energy will increase in real terms as its capacity increases and 
more rapidly in percentage terms as thermal plant is taken out of service.    
 
If there is a shortfall in indigenous capacity, or production of electricity, power flows in the inter-
connectors may be reversed to import from the South.  The ability of the inter-connectors and the 
Scottish and English systems to operate in this way should be confirmed, and the capacity limits 
verified. It is likely that the utilities will have explored this as a contingency measure.  The ability of 



the electricity delivered northwards to meet the system and customer demands, with comparable 
security of supply should be confirmed.      
          
- If not, why not? (What are the current barriers, and what action needs to be taken to ensure 
that the targets are met?)  
The expectation seems to be that the 2010 targets are achievable from the resources and 
technologies available, and that the infrastructural limitations of the electricity transmission system 
may be resolved with measured and selective investment in network upgrading and reinforcement.  
However, the effects of a large increase in the capacity of one form of renewable energy must be 
carefully evaluated to ensure that the resulting security of supply is at least as good as required by 
current regulation and statute.  
  
The 2020 targets may theoretically be met by development of the ample renewable resources in 
Scotland, around its coasts and off its shores.  However, the proportion of non-firm capacity in a 
generation mix that will contain less thermal plant will have to be carefully considered in terms of 
security of supply.  More extensive upgrading of the transmission network is likely to be necessary, 
and the role of the inter-connectors should be carefully explored to gauge whether imported 
network services could augment the indigenous plant contribution for security of supply.      
 
- global issues  
- the Renewables Obligation (Scotland) and the UK energy legislative framework 
Extension of the ROC system to 2015 is a welcome signal to the renewables development market, 
but it is likely that onshore and offshore wind will benefit most in the near-future.  Far-market 
technologies such as wave and tidal stream energy will find it virtually impossible to enter the 
market in volume based on a ROC market dominated by mature technology.  Differential ROC 
mechanisms will be required to encourage and establish new technologies. 
 
- the electricity market 
Market and regulatory mechanisms that can not embody or value contributions from non-firm, 
geographically remote renewable energy resources will ultimately limit holistic development of the 
resource.  Development of renewable energy resources, in a balanced way, is not an easy option 
that can simply be left to market forces.  Existing, cost-reduced technologies will continue to 
dominate the market.  All of the incentives to generate cheaper electricity with lower carbon flows 
are likely to lead to increased energy use.  True mitigation of environmental impact is only brought 
about by conservation. However, because the prices (not true costs) of electricity and gas have 
been driven down by the action of the market, investment in conservation measures is less easily 
justified.  Scotland’s CO2 targets could be partly met in a more sustainable way by increased 
encouragement or enforcement of energy conservation.   
 
- the transmission network (inc. the Scottish national grid)  
It was once widely argued that the slow up-take of renewable resources was solely due to limited 
access to the transmission network.  The Scottish utilities are generally more accommodating and 
empathetic than the development community usually cares to recognise.    
 
Significant investment in strategic transmission network upgrading is planned and underway, and 
this will release welcome access to a moderate capacity of distributed renewable energy 
generation.  However, most of this new (and remaining) capacity will connect to the distribution 
network, where the utilities’ primary responsibility is for quality and security of supply to demand 
customers.  In un-reinforced areas of the network this will continue to restrict the capacity of plant 
that may be connected without a paradigm shift in terms of operation of the distribution network 
and significant investment in infrastructure and staff. 
 



- local issues  
- What opportunities are there/should there be for local community involvement in, and economic 
benefit from, renewable energy schemes?  
The majority of the renewable resource is in the West and North-West of Scotland, where for 
historic and geographic reasons there is little manufacturing base.   There, some land-owners and 
community trusts may benefit by the sale of land, or lease of way-leave.  Community ownership of 
significant capacity is unlikely because of the volumes of capital involved relative to the capital and 
borrowing power available.   There may be modest local employment in service industries, but the 
likelihood of established manufacture of wind generating plant being re-located from Europe into 
Scotland is low.  There are industrial bases on the East coast that could face decline, as 
manufacture for the North Sea industries reduces.  They are ideally placed to manufacture marine 
energy plant, when the technology reaches technical and commercial maturity.   
 
- examination by sector  
- onshore wind (inc. planning issues, community development) 
Onshore wind has become a mature technology.  Manufacturing production volumes have reduced 
the production costs of equipment.  Financial incentives such as the availability of ROCs have 
increased development activity, and this is clearly the technology that will be developed in greatest 
capacity, soonest.  The most frequently-encountered barrier to the installation of wind energy plant 
is planning objection or constraint.  Environmental impact is regarded by some as modest and well 
quantified, but visual intrusion is contentious.  Community development is discussed above.  
 
- offshore wind (inc. UK strategy, role for energy ITI?) 
Offshore wind farms are moving the relatively mature technology, initially, into shallow coastal 
waters.  Environmental and visual impacts clearly differ from those onshore, and visual impact is 
reduced with increasing distance from the shoreline.  The technology will be have to be evolved for 
location in the marine environment and will connect to the distribution or transmission network 
onshore via offshore networks.  In this respect it may transpire that offshore wind farms will 
compete for network access with coastal onshore installations, and ultimately with marine energy 
installations.  A holistic development plan is required that will make best use of the resources, and 
recognise the need to hold some access for marine energy plant in the future.  Deep water wind 
farms are also being considered that will make use of the existing infrastructure and manufacturing 
skills of the North Sea energy sector. 
 
- wave/tidal (inc. technology issues, job potential) 
Scotland is endowed with some of the largest marine energy resources in the world, in the form of 
surface wave energy (far- and near-shore) and many concentrated flows of tidal streams.  Marine 
energy technology and research is current enjoying something of a renaissance, and prototype 
wave and tidal stream devices are making their way to sea.  This pioneering activity needs to be 
consolidated in a number of ways to see the technology and energy make their way to market.  
Fundamental and applied research must continue to be supported to quantify and minimise 
investment risk and reduce entry and lifetime costs.  Generic and specific research and development 
must be applied to reduce the costs of devices individually and as a consequence of increased 
volume manufacture.  Long-term component and device testing must be carried out in the arduous 
marine environment to minimise the prospects of unforeseen failure.  The European Marine Energy 
Centre in Orkney has a critical role to play.   
 
This nascent technology would benefit by a differential ROC structure (double or treble value), 
recognising the need to diversify available renewable energy technologies.  Such incentive could be 
phased and restricted to the first 100 MW (say) of plant to demonstrate the technology and move it 
down the production volume cost curve.  There is potential to create a European and World-wide 



industry base in Scotland, partly from the infrastructure and skills base that remains from the North 
Sea industries. 
 
- hydroelectric 
While there are a few larger opportunities left, hydro-electric resources in Scotland are largely 
exploited, but for a small amount of mini-hydro sites.  The contribution that hydro-generation and 
pumped storage plants can make to store energy and complement intermittent renewable resources 
should be explored.   
 
- biomass 
While cropping and combustion of normal stocks of biomass for electricity production is believed to 
be carbon-neutral, wider aforestation for increased fuel or accelerated cropping will increase 
carbon flows.  The infrastructure and economics of biomass production of electricity need to be 
carefully evaluated, along with the associated environmental and visual impact. 
 
- other/longer-term (e.g. emerging technology, non-electricity) 
Other longer term prospects can be discussed in response to questions at the enquiry.   
However, a longer term investment that would be prudent is in the skills-base of scientists and 
engineers that will operate the 2010 and 2020 energy system beyond these times.  They are in 
university and secondary school at the moment.  Tertiary, secondary, primary and public education 
must be evolved to increase the prominence of sustainable energy policy, renewable and new 
energy technologies and energy efficiency.  Science, engineering and numerate disciplines must be 
valued and resourced to support this.    
 
- Are there implications for the reliability of supply if the Executive’s aspirational target is 
met?  
This is answered in context above. 
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Introduction 
 
Scottish Enterprise (SE) is the main economic development agency for lowland 
Scotland.  Our activity spans the three themes of ‘A Smart, Successful Scotland’, one 
of which is ‘Growing Businesses’, and within this ‘global success in key sectors’. 
 
For several years SE, mainly through its Energy Team, has worked closely with 
emerging renewable energy industries to stimulate research and technology 
development, and to provide business support for suitably experienced Scottish 
companies.  This activity has been, and continues to be, influenced by the Scottish 
Executive policy which targets generation of 18% of the country’s electricity from 
renewable sources by 2010, and an aspirational 40% by 2020. 
 
Scotland has the best wind and wave conditions in Europe, and there is every reason 
to expect that our energy businesses will capitalise on their skills and expertise to 
secure a major share of the emerging market opportunities.  It is anticipated that 
overseas organisations will also be attracted to Scotland to develop and manufacture 
their renewable energy devices. 
 
This response by Scottish Enterprise does not attempt to address every question 
posed in the inquiry, as some areas are best suited to comment from others, but 
rather it focuses on those areas where our economic development remit and 
experience will hopefully add value. 
 

Will the Executive targets be met under current circumstances, and are they 
appropriate? 

Currently Scotland is able to generate about 11- 12% of its electrical power from 
renewable sources.  However, it should be highlighted that this includes the output 
from existing large scale hydro schemes that have been in operation for 50-60 years.  
The general view of the industry, with which SE agrees, is that with the amount of 
new renewable generation coming on stream, it should be quite possible to achieve 
the 18% target by the year 2010.  This does, however, assume that planning and 
land acquisition etc. will progress in line with the proposed rate of development. 

The 2010 target for renewable energy generation in Scotland is thought to be have 
been set by adding 10% (i.e. in line with UK targets) to the existing level of renewable 
energy generation in Scotland, estimated to be 8% at the time the target was 
established.  To our knowledge the 18% target has not been split into specific 
technology bands. 

The soon to be published Renewables Supply Chain Gap Analysis (managed jointly 
by Renewables UK, Highlands and Islands Enterprise, Scottish Executive and 
Scottish Enterprise) estimates that some 1930 jobs are currently supported in 
Scotland by renewable energies.  The Gap Analysis forecasts that this figure should 
rise to between 6,000 and 12,000 by 2020.  (These figures are subject to 
confirmation on publication of the Gap Analysis – expected January 2004). 

It is anticipated that new technology businesses will be established to support the 
target growth in the various renewable markets, and that many established Scottish 
engineering, manufacturing and service companies will diversify and transfer their 
skills and experience.  Our academic and industrial research institutes are also 
expected to play an important role as these technologies evolve.  



ITI Energy is at present looking at potential market opportunities for Scotland.  With 
the depth of experience, and abundance of natural resources in the renewable 
energy arena it is likely that significant market opportunities will be identified in this 
area.   The ITI will be involved in development of technology platforms, that 
companies across Scotland will be able to access to develop new products and 
processes to support their success in these markets. 

Scotland has a rich heritage in engineering, naval architecture, power generation, oil, 
gas and petrochemicals, plus academic and industrial strengths that are well suited 
to several, but not all, of the emerging renewable technologies.  It is generally 
considered that the development of new technology and techniques will keep pace 
with the demand from the emerging industry sectors.  The aim for SE is to provide 
support and stimulation to those forms of energy which contribute to Government 
policy, but which also have the potential to add value to the economic development 
of our country. 

To date, the renewable scene in Scotland has been largely taken up by hydro power 
(where Scotland demonstrates significant expertise), and onshore wind (where the 
core technology is dominated by our European counterparts). 

In future however, we believe that Scotland has real opportunities to develop 
intellectual property and class leading capabilities in wave and tidal stream, fuel cell 
design and manufacture, hydrogen production and storage, and offshore wind.  The 
progression from onshore wind to deeper water offshore wind is expected to provide 
Scottish marine and oil & gas firms with opportunities to transfer experience and 
technology. 

The figure below shows data for various generating technologies, highlighting how 
unit costs fall as the installation levels rise.  It is predicted that the opening costs for 
offshore wind and wave will be of a level below that of early wind turbines in the 
1980’s.  It is therefore feasible that if the correct support programmes are in place, 
these marine technologies will be well placed to deliver larger amounts of power at 
prices comparable to current onshore wind technology. 

 

 

(Prepared by Ocean Power Delivery Ltd, Edinburgh) 



  

There are a number of cost effective technologies available currently for deployment 
of renewable energy in the UK, and in particular wind and hydro power.  However it is 
expected that other renewables such as wave and tidal power will become 
technically and commercially viable for application in Scotland and other parts of the 
UK by 2010.  Indeed we believe that a significant contribution from marine energies 
will be required if we are to meet the 2020 target.  Much depends on the success of 
early trials, the support given to these technologies, and the creation of appropriate 
market conditions by the UK Government.  
 
The renewable energy targets currently only cover the generation of electricity, but in 
our view it would also be valuable to target heat from renewable sources in Scotland.  
Heating is the largest single user of final energy in the EU 1 and therefore the heat 
market exceeds the electricity market and the traffic fuels market in size2 and 
Scotland is suited to exploit this market given its climate and long heating season.  
Scotland also has a fast growing supply of suitable resource to provide a fuel for the 
heat market since the supply of UK softwood is set to double over the next 15 years, 
with 78% of this increase from the Scottish Resource.3  
 
A further factor is that biomass represents 3.5% of the total primary energy supply in 
the EU and is therefore already the largest single renewable energy sector in the EU 
with mature and proven technology.  This means that for biomass heat in Scotland 
there are no technical barriers to hamper market deployment.  The efficiency of small 
heat applications can approach 90% while in large electricity condensing power 
plants it is around 40%, and so it is a potentially attractive environmental option. 
 
Small scale heat is job intensive relative to capital investment as a result of the fuel 
supply chain jobs it creates, and is also an attractive option in terms of employment.  
Finally fuel poverty is partly a function of fossil fuel prices, which may fluctuate and 
rise in Scotland in the future.  Biomass heat relies upon a sustainable, home grown 
resource with more stable prices, and could therefore help to reduce fuel poverty 
problems. 
 
 
What are the current barriers to meeting the Scottish Renewable Energy 
Targets? 

One implication of the 18% target not being achieved by 2010, is that it may then be 
necessary to extend the life of some of the existing fossil fuel or nuclear power 
stations to compensate for this loss of predicted energy. 

The intermittent nature (load factor) of renewables gives rise for concern particularly 
in relation to base load requirements.  In this connection, it is important to note that 
the design and build cycle for major conventional power plant is roughly six years, 
but is nearer ten years for a nuclear plant.  We would therefore encourage regular 
reviews of the impact of renewables, such that Scotland can hopefully retain the core 
skills needed for any new build. 

Regarding manufacturing and installation, it seems clear that there is sufficient 
capacity globally to manufacture and install the necessary technologies, however 
further action will be required to ensure that significant Scottish manufacturing is 
involved.  The participation of Scotland’s major engineering contractors is considered 

                                                 
1 EC Green Paper; Towards a European strategy for the security of energy supply. 
2 Paper on ‘’The need for an eventual EC Legislative action on RES heat’ by the Austrian Energy Agency 
3 Forest Industries Cluster, Roots for Growth, Dec 2001. 



essential to aid this process, and they will in turn help to stimulate the remainder of 
the supply chain. 

Recent developments such as the opening of the Vestas-Celtic wind turbine 
assembly plant in Argyll, are to be welcomed.  But work is also needed to assist the 
development of Scotland’s component supply and services chain, and to capture its 
share of the UK and global wind turbine market.  Local content must be promoted in 
all future wind farm developments. 

Support is also needed to stimulate our emerging marine energy cluster, and to 
ensure that volume production of marine energy devices is secured in Scotland.  As 
highlighted earlier, much of this will stem from our developers being able to reach the 
market first.  Unless intellectual property for these new technologies is secured here, 
the opportunity for local high quality and sustainable employment could be lost.   

In this regard, SE is working with the Marine Energy Group within the Forum for 
Renewable Energy Development in Scotland (FREDS), which is targeted with 
stimulating the sector. 

Funding 

Funding for research and technology development is very important in assisting 
companies to develop prototype designs for all forms of renewable generating 
equipment.  To ensure the country’s technology lead (e.g. in marine energy and fuel 
cells) it is essential to have the necessary resources available to achieve product 
development against tight timescales. 

It is interesting to note that the Portuguese Government has introduced a mechanism 
that sets a guaranteed tariff of 6 Eurocents per kWh for the first 20MW of wave 
power generated.  This high tariff is clearly designed to encourage developments in 
Portugal, but it is understood that similar initiatives are being considered in Ireland, 
Denmark and Canada where there are also potentially large marine resources. 

It is recommended that Scotland should consider developing financial support 
mechanisms that are comparable and competitive with these tariffs to ensure an 
environment which will stimulate the establishment of our domestic manufacturing 
industry.  The Danish success in large wind turbines illustrates the economic 
development success that can accrue from having a national support framework.  It 
is quite possible that unless a strong case is engendered with developers to 
consolidate their businesses in Scotland, they could decide to relocate to countries 
that are perceived to be more attractive.  This would also directly influence our ability 
to build the national supply chain. 

Skills 

There are concerns at the low number of engineering graduates entering the energy 
industry owing to perceived lack of future career opportunities.  For example, the bulk 
of students studying grid management are from overseas countries and therefore 
less available for employment.  In Scotland in 2001 it is thought that only 6 students 
graduated in specialist energy engineering.  Without the right support for education 
and training of a kind developed to encourage teachers in key disciplines, we could 
face a continued lack of new graduates available for work in the industry. 



Infrastructure 

Regarding supporting infrastructure, the key stumbling block is the lack of grid 
capacity in areas where renewable generation is likely to occur.  Rural areas in 
Scotland are expected to play a significant part in meeting renewable targets but the 
grid in these parts needs reinforcement to ensure that power can be moved from 
point of generation to point of use.  Within the current reforms being developed by 
Ofgem and the DTI, there is much of merit, but these reforms will not necessarily 
create the right signals to bring large-scale investments in grid upgrades. 

There is a danger that large scale upgrades could be adversely affected by planning 
arrangements, where delays could frustrate the development of renewables in key 
areas of Scotland.  To ensure that this is not the case, we would encourage any 
decision to upgrade and invest in the grid to be taken strategically, as one decision. 

Renewable Obligation Certificates 

The best way to achieve sufficient stand-by capacity is through ensuring that a range 
of complementary renewable electricity sources are developed.  At present the focus 
is on wind power, but support mechanisms are required to ensure that a range of 
sources are delivered.  The reason for the current dominance of onshore wind is that 
it is the cheapest of available technology, such that the ROC market established to 
support renewables is slanted in favour of wind.  To ensure that other technologies 
also reach commercial viability, we would suggest that reviews of the market should 
consider bringing in banded ROCs or grant support mechanisms for each different 
technology. 

Biomass Heat Market 

Barriers include a lack of knowledge in the market place, a poor image of wood as a 
fuel, a lack of an established system of fuel supply, an insufficient number of energy 
services companies and a dearth of skilled personnel.  Higher initial capital costs 
compared to fossil fuel heating systems also deter conversion.  Aspects of the 
building regulations, emission limits and the system of classification for wood fuels 
also create practical problems. 
 
The Executive’s actions might include establishing demonstration projects (a natural 
market is the publicly owned building stock), creating financial incentives to stimulate 
market deployment and compensation for risk and higher transaction costs.  Certain 
regulatory adjustments are also required to help remove practical barriers to project 
implementation.  Finally coordination, development of industry standards, knowledge 
sharing and confidence building could be achieved through the establishment of 
some form of national focus for biomass projects. 
 
Bio-fuels 

Longer term there is potential for bio-fuels to be used in transport fuel, or to use 
hydrogen that comes from renewable electricity generation to meet an increasing 
amount of current transport fuel.  This is a large challenge, given our growing 
transport fuel needs.  At the current time, support needs to be focussed on research 
and development of such technologies, with demonstration projects encouraged.  
Staged targets should provide stepping stones to achieving a larger industry. 



Co-firing with purpose grown energy crops 

The Executive has recently consulted on changes to the rules on co-firing under the 
Renewables Obligation (Scotland), so that the development of energy crops can be 
encouraged.4  In our view more evaluation of this approach is required to determine if 
the stimulation of energy crops is practical, economic and beneficial in Scotland.  The 
proposed changes should take account of the resource issues and logistics of supply 
in the Scottish context. 

 

Fuel Cells. 

With support from the Scottish Enterprise Energy Team, Scotland has created a 
unique cluster of companies and academics that are collaborating to develop Fuel 
Cell technology.  Although still at the demonstration phase, this work could play a 
significant role in the development of new forms of energy for both transportation and 
stand alone power systems.  It is our view that Scotland is at the leading edge of this 
technology, and we would encourage the inclusion of fuel cell technology alongside 
other forms of renewable energy so that continued help and support can be ensured 
to maintain and extend this position. 

Local and Planning Issues 

If local communities and the general public are able to benefit from renewable energy 
schemes that impact on their own environment, then their attitude towards them is 
likely to be more positive, and the achievement of our ambitious renewable energy 
targets could be strengthened.  Further assistance could be provided to support and 
promote wider public involvement, hence improving the likelihood of the targets being 
achieved. 
 

The Scottish Executive has done much to resolve planning considerations through 
the implementation of National Planning Policy Guidance No6 and Planning Advice 
Note 45.  Perhaps not surprisingly, however, given the emerging nature of this area, 
a number of planning related issues remain. These are:  

� It appears to be now taking longer for planning authorities to reach a decision on 
planning applications.  Uncertainty about timings for planning applications makes 
it hard for developers to plan projects, and puts investor confidence at risk. 

� Clear and timely input from other agencies and departments is also important.  
These include the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency, Scottish Natural 
Heritage and the Ministry of Defence.   A good example of this is the delay faced 
by wind developers in getting a decision from the Ministry of Defence about 
potential impact of proposed sites in low flying areas. 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
4 This is to be achieved by allowing generators to co-fire with any biomass until 2009 and then to increase the proportion of 
energy crops from 25% in 2009 to 75% (of the total biomass input) between 2011 and 2016. The consultation is largely based 
upon a report by ILEX Energy Consulting which estimates that the proposed changes will require 175,000 hectares of energy 
crops to be planted between now and 2016. It also estimates that energy crops will be delivered to a power station for a cost of 
£50.96 odt (within a 50 mile radius and with 35% moisture content).  
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KEY POINTS 
 
• Electricity accounts for only some 20% of primary energy use in the UK  
• The Scottish Executive and DTI must work together as energy powers are reserved and 

devolved 
• The Executive is committed to a target of 18% electricity generated in Scotland coming 

from renewables by 2010 and has set an aspirational target of 40% by 2020 
• The Renewables Obligation Scotland has created a market for electricity generated from 

renewables 
• There is further economic gain to be had from emerging renewables technology as well 

as local benefits, particularly in rural areas 
• There is vociferous opposition to some developments, particularly wind farms, and calls 

for a more strategic spatial approach, and overall energy targets  
• Market stimulation is required to take some emerging technologies to commercial 

development 
• Potential barriers to achieving the targets include inadequate technology, planning 

restrictions, low rates of return to landowners and investors, grid capacity, need for back 
up generating capacity and markets 

• Renewables create opportunities for jobs and economic development though it can be 
difficult to tell how large these opportunities may be 
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 BACKGROUND 
 
This document focuses on renewable energy. A more general introduction to energy issues is 
available in SPICe Briefing Energy Subject Profile (Cook 2003) which highlights that the majority 
of energy use is in sectors such as transport, direct use for industry, space heating and 
generation of electricity. In January 2003 UK demand for gas reached a record high (DTI 2003).  
 
The UK Government (DTI 2003) has set four goals for energy policy:  
 

• to put ourselves on a path to cut the UK’s carbon dioxide emissions - the main contributor 
to global warming - by some 60% by about 2050, as recommended by the RCEP, with 
real progress by 2020 

• to maintain the reliability of energy supplies 
• to promote competitive markets in the UK and beyond, helping to raise the rate of 

sustainable economic growth and to improve our productivity  
• and to ensure that every home is adequately and affordably heated 

 
There are significant gains to be made in investing in energy efficiency. The DTI (2003) has said 
that:  
 

“Energy efficiency is likely to be the cheapest and safest way of addressing all four 
objectives. Renewable energy will also play an important part in reducing carbon 
emissions, while also strengthening energy security and improving our industrial 
competitiveness as we develop cleaner technologies, products and processes.”  

 
It is estimated that electricity generation accounts for some 20% of energy use in the UK. Many 
of the traditional electricity generating sources are approaching the end of their lives and will 
need replacing or upgrading. Pressures on the environment, security of supply and economic 
issues have led to pressure for the development of renewable energy. Concerns exist over 
greenhouse gas emissions and related climate change, the unsustainable nature of fossil fuel 
use, the risk of producer cartels and the implications for energy security of relying on fuel 
supplies which originate or pass through potentially unstable territories.  The UK Government 
has said (DTI 2003): “By around 2006 we will also be a net importer of gas and by around 2010 
of oil. By 2020 we could be dependent on imported energy for three quarters of our total primary 
energy needs.”  
 
Figures show that the United Kingdom is well below the European average in terms of primary 
energy and electricity produced from renewables. Scottish figures are slightly healthier given the 
historic legacy of hydropower.  
  
Table 1: Renewables share in primary energy and electricity production (2002 figures) 
 Renewables share in total primary energy 

supply (%) 
Renewables share in total electricity output (%) 

European Union 5.55 13.71 
United Kingdom 1.21  3.02 
Source: International Energy Agency Renewables Database
 
Energy policy is not a devolved matter but the promotion of renewables and protection of the 
environment are.  Scottish Ministers are also responsible for processing applications to build 
power stations under section 36  of the Electricity Act 1989 (c29) (over 50MW or over 1MW for 
hydro and off-shore renewables) and under section 37 of the Act for overhead power lines, and 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/research/briefings-03/sb03-45.pdf
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/whitepaper/ourenergyfuture.pdf
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/whitepaper/ourenergyfuture.pdf
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/whitepaper/index.shtml
http://www.iea.org/statist/renew.htm
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/about/ELLD/EN-CS/00017058/page1505475518.aspx
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for certain consents relating to major gas pipelines. In addition Scottish Ministers have power 
over the planning regime, which is of vital importance when deciding where to site renewable 
energy projects.  
 
Scottish Ministers have made a commitment that 18% of all electricity generated in Scotland will 
come from renewable sources by 2010 and set an aspirational target of 40% by 2020.  These 
targets compare with current renewable electricity generation of around 10% (see Table 2).  
Generation of electricity from hydro accounts for the bulk of this, though amounts vary 
depending on annual rainfall.   
 
Table 2: Primary Energy Source of Electricity Generated in Scotland 
 
 2000 2001 
 GWh % GWh % 
Nuclear 16918 35 18097 37 
Coal 16847 34 15789 33 
Gas 9594 20 9800 20 
Oil  519 1 477 1 
Hydro 4665 10 3738 8 
Other renewables 344 1 520 1 
Total  48887 100 48421 100 
Source: Scottish Executive Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Department 2003  
 
 

What are these megawatts and gigawatt hours?  
Total installed generating capacity in Scotland, (including renewables but excluding 
pumped storage) is about 10,000 Megawatts (MW).  If this installed capacity was 
operating 100% of the time i.e. 8760 hours per year, then it would generate 87,600 
Gigawatt hours (GWh).  Actual output is 48-49 000 GWh implying an average utilisation or 
‘load factor’ of about 57%. The load factor is relevant in considering how much new 
generating capacity is required in the future.  

 
 
Wind energy is currently the most competitive renewable technology in Scotland, primarily 
because the technology is well established and the electricity produced can compete with 
nuclear power and coal fired power stations (BWEA 2003). Advocates of renewable energy say 
that Scotland’s resource puts the country in a unique position to take the lead in developing 
emerging technologies such as wave and tidal.  
 
Attractive as renewable energy is in principle, there are limiting factors and specific proposals 
can have their critics.  Concerns include visual impact, noise, conservation impacts, reliability of 
supply, effect on aviation radar systems and cost to the consumer or taxpayer.  
 
In addition, the position of the traditional generators must be taken into account. Export of 
electricity from Scotland through interconnectors to England and Northern Ireland is an 
important economic consideration.  Interconnectors are part of the national grid network. It is 
generally recognised that, for larger scale renewables development, the areas of best resource 
are situated far from the markets and the stronger electricity grid.  
 
 
 

The Electricity Grid  
Electricity needs to be transmitted from the point of generation to the point of use. The grid 
in Scotland is owned by Scottish and Southern Energy, and ScottishPower. For historical 
reasons, the grid is stronger in the central belt. This is because most traditional power 
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KYOTO PROTOCOL AND OTHER CLIMATE CHANGE COMMITMENTS 
The Kyoto Protocol is an international agreement aimed at limiting emissions of greenhouse 
gases, of which Carbon Dioxide (CO2) is the most significant (see Table 3) and burning fossil 
fuels the main source. 
 
Table 3: Greenhouse Gas Emissions for Scotland and United Kingdom, 1990 and 2000 
Million tonnes of carbon equivalent weighted for Global Warming Potential 
 1990 2000 
 Scotland United Kingdom Scotland  United Kingdom 
Carbon Dioxide  17 164.5 16.5 152.1 
Methane 2 20.9 1.6 13.9 
Nitrous Oxide  1.7 18.5 1.4 12 
Other 0.1 3.9 0.2 3.1 
Total  20.8 207.8 19.8 181.1 
Source: Salway, AG, et al. Greenhouse Gas Inventories for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland (2003) 
 
To date 119 countries have ratified the Kyoto agreement including all member states of the 
European Union (EU).  The EU has made a commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
in the period 2008-12 by 8% on 1990 levels. The UK government has made a commitment to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 12.5% on 1990 levels by 2008-12 and, in the Energy 
White Paper it accepted the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution’s recommendation 
that the UK should put itself on a path towards a reduction in carbon dioxide of some 60% from 
current levels by about 2050.  Renewable energy, though not the sole option, is expected to 
play a major part in achieving these targets. The UK government is, therefore, committed to 
increasing the share of renewables in electricity generation to 10% by 2010.  

RECENT AND UPCOMING POLICY DEVELOPMENTS  

EUROPEAN UNION  
The European Commission has just published a Proposal for a Directive to boost cost effective 
and efficient use of energy as well as proposing legislation designed to secure security of 
supply. Critics have said the measures will threaten the European Union’s own renewables and 
climate change commitments (WWF 2003 and Friends of the Earth Europe 2003). The EU is 
aiming for 12% of electricity production to come from renewable sources by 2010. Current 
generation stands at around 6% from renewables.   

UK GOVERNMENT  

http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/whitepaper/index.shtml
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/whitepaper/index.shtml
http://europa.eu.int/rapid/start/cgi/guesten.ksh?p_action.gettxt=gt&doc=IP/03/1687|0|RAPID&lg=EN&display=
http://europa.eu.int/rapid/start/cgi/guesten.ksh?p_action.gettxt=gt&doc=IP/03/1694|0|RAPID&lg=EN&display=
http://europa.eu.int/rapid/start/cgi/guesten.ksh?p_action.gettxt=gt&doc=IP/03/1694|0|RAPID&lg=EN&display=
http://www.panda.org/about_wwf/where_we_work/europe/what_we_do/policy_and_events/epo/news.cfm?uNewsID=10150
http://www.foeeurope.org/press/2003/MJ_10_dec_palacio.htm
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Energy Bill 
 
The Energy Bill [HL Bill2] was published on Thursday 27 November 2003. Whilst it has had 2 
readings in the House of Lords, it will not reach the House of Commons until the spring. The Bill 
aims to (DTI 2003b) amongst other things:  

• create a single wholesale electricity market for Great Britain, bringing greater choice for 
consumers in Scotland and providing all generators and suppliers with access to a GB-
wide market 

• establish the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) as a new public body with the 
role of ensuring the decommissioning and clean-up of Britain’s civil public sector nuclear 
sites 

• establish a comprehensive legal framework to support offshore renewable energy 
developments such as windfarms 

• implement a number of provisions aimed at ensuring secure and reliable supplies, 
including for example, a special administration regime for gas transportation, electricity 
transmission and distribution companies facing actual or threatened insolvency 

 
It is understood that certain elements of the Bill will be enacted in Scotland by Sewell Motion in 
January 2004. The Scottish Executive has welcomed proposals to share higher transmission 
costs in the north of Scotland across the rest of the UK. This will replace the previous ‘hydro 
benefit’ scheme which protected consumers in the north from paying for higher transmission 
costs (Ofgem 2003).   

Sustainable Energy Act 2003  
The UK Sustainable Energy Act 2003 (c30) places a duty on the Secretary of State for Energy 
to report annually on progress towards the Government’s four key energy themes outlined 
above. As far as Scotland is concerned the only other direct statutory effect is a requirement for 
Ofgem to publish impact assessments, including environmental assessments, before 
implementing significant proposals.  

The electricity market and the new ‘BETTA’ arrangements 
The way the electricity market operates in Scotland and the UK is fundamental to the future 
development of renewables. Whilst the government is keen to keep the level of regulation in the 
energy market low, the only way emerging renewables technology will be able to compete 
through support in the market. This is a longer term strategy than simply providing capital 
grants, and has been run to conclusion in the context of onshore wind which is now more 
competitive in the electricity market place (it is the only renewables technology which is 
competitive at the moment). 
 
Expected in 2005, the British Electricity Trading and Transmission Arrangements (BETTA) will 
introduce a common set of rules for electricity trading and transmission access within Great 
Britain. The intended effect of this reform is that the market in Scotland will be opened up to 
competition as much as it is in England, with a resultant fall in prices for customers in Scotland. 
Ofgem, the electricity regulator, says that renewables development in Scotland will benefit as it 
will have access to a wider market, and the costs of upgrading the grid network in Scotland will 
be spread throughout the UK.  

 

SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE  

http://www.parliament.the-stationery-office.co.uk/pa/ld200304/ldbills/002/2004002.htm
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/leg_and_reg/acts/backgroundnote.pdf
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/pages/news/2003/12/SEEL206.aspx
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/temp/ofgem/cache/cmsattach/5111_r10803_17nov.pdf
http://www.hmso.gov.uk/acts/acts2003/20030030.htm
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/temp/ofgem/cache/cmsattach/4714_Factsheet_SingleElecMark_Oct03.pdf
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The Executive’s target of 18% of electricity from renewables by  2010 is broadly the UK target 
(10% by 2010) added to the percentage derived from renewables in Scotland at the time of 
setting the target (8%).  The 40% target for 2020 followed a consultation exercise by the 
Executive (2003e).  No attempt has been made to sub-divide the targets for renewables among 
the different types of renewable energy. No strong views were expressed by consultees on what 
the target should be but the Executive believes that:    

 
“setting a challenging target for 2020 will further stimulate demand for renewable 
developments and help promote a new and sustainable industry in Scotland” 

and  
“that to reach our interim target of 18% by 2010 will require an additional 1000 MW of 
renewables generation…  and [a further] 2000 – 2500 MW of new renewables generation 
by 2020.”  

 
The generating capacity required to hit the Executive’s targets will depend on:  
 

• future demand for electricity from within Scotland.  ‘Securing a Renewable Future: 
Scotland’s Renewable Energy’ assumes an increase of 0-1% per annum 

• the level of net exports – currently running at nearly 20% of total production and worth 
about £200m per annum 

•  the ratio of actual output to installed capacity (the load factor) which for most forms of 
renewables, and particularly wind, is less than for nuclear and coal fired power stations 

 
 Securing a Renewable Future: Scotland’s Renewable Energy  (Scottish Executive 2003a) 
describes a number of actions which the Executive will undertake.  These include:  
 

• commission a study into energy supply and use in Scotland to inform demand 
management and renewable generation 

• establish a Forum for Renewable Energy (convened on 9 October 2003)  
• provide £2.125m towards the cost of a Marine Energy Test Centre in Orkney (opened 

September 2003)  
• fund a study to review current forms of biofuel (announced 4 November 2003) 
• establish a web based renewable energy database, with information on planned and 

existing developments 
 
Further to this, the Partnership for Government (Scottish Executive 2003b) states:  

• "we will increase investment in research and development and promote its 
commercialisation in Scotland. We will encourage a culture of enterprise. We will drive up 
Scotland's skills base. We will make this growth sustainable, in particular taking 
advantage of Scotland's resources to grow our renewable energy industries 

• we will support the development of wave, tidal and solar energy and support the 
development of technologies to promote the greater use of fuel from wood and other 
energy crops 

• we will press the UK Government and electricity companies to strengthen the electricity 
grid 

• we will encourage participation in renewable energy projects by communities and local 
authorities.” 

Further recent policy developments and commitments are described on the Executive’s web site 
for Renewables (Scottish Executive 2003c) and include: 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/environment/renewenergy2010.pdf
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/environment/srfe.pdf
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/pages/news/2003/10/SEEL109.aspx
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/pages/news/2003/11/SEEN678.aspx
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/government/pfbs-00.asp
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/about/ELLD/EN-CS/00017058/renewables.aspx
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• development of the Scottish Community and Householder Renewables Initiative 
(SCHRI), the first ever advisory service for renewables across Scotland, supported by a 
£3.8m community and householder grants scheme to 2005 

• £150m commitment over the next 10 years to the Intermediary Technology 
Institutes (ITIs) one of which deals with energy. ITIs are designed to help emerging 
technologies reach commercial markets  

• consultation into boosting the use of biomass in power stations  

• establishment of a marine energy group 

RENEWABLES OBLIGATION AND CLIMATE CHANGE LEVY 
The Renewables Obligation Scotland (ROS) along with its England and Wales equivalent, the 
Renewables Obligation, obliges licensed suppliers across Great Britain to provide an increasing 
proportion of their electricity from renewable sources. This has the effect of guaranteeing a 
market for electricity generated from renewable sources. The scheme has helped the wind 
sector in particular, which is now more competitive in the electricity market.  
 
The level of electricity required to be secured from renewable sources increases year on year, 
up to 10.4% by 2010. Whilst the Obligation itself is due to run to 2027, the targets under the 
scheme are only in place until 2010.  This relatively short timescale has led to some concern 
that investment in renewables may drop off as the deadline approaches.  However, the DTI and 
the Scottish Executive recently announced plans to consult on increasing targets to 15.4% by 
2015-16.  
 
Electricity supplier compliance with the Obligation is demonstrated through supplying the 
regulator, Ofgem, with Renewables Obligation Certificates (ROCs). ROCs are provided to 
renewables generators as they generate, and can be sold to suppliers so they can fulfil their 
obligation. If suppliers do not provide enough ROCs they can pay a buyout price.  
 
Lack of access to the grid network can actually be good for the trade in ROCs - the fewer 
renewables developers that have access to the grid, the higher a premium the electricity 
generated can attract.  
 
A full scale review of the ROS will be carried out in 2005-06.  
 
The Climate Change Levy is a tax on the supply of energy to business. The Levy has further 
stimulated the market for renewable energy, as these sources are exempt. Businesses 
registering for the Levy are entitled to reduced National Insurance contributions.  

NATIONAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK  
Understood to be due for publication imminently, the National Planning Framework will be a 
non-statutory planning policy document designed to look at Scotland from a spatial perspective 
and will set out a long-term vision, identifying key strategic infrastructure needs. The framework 
is likely to focus on transport, economic development, energy, and water and 
telecommunications infrastructure. The National Planning Framework will be in addition to 
existing renewables planning policy underpinned by the year 2000 revision of NPPG 6 
Renewable Energy Developments and PAN 45 Renewable Energy Technologies, reviewed in 
2002.  

http://www.est.co.uk/scri
http://www.est.co.uk/scri
http://www.itienergy.com/
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/pages/news/2003/08/SEEL054.aspx
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/pages/news/2003/10/SEel116.aspx
http://www.hmso.gov.uk/legislation/scotland/ssi2002/20020163.htm
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/pages/news/2003/12/p_SEEL198b.aspx
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library3/planning/nppg/nppg6.pdf
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library3/planning/nppg/nppg6.pdf
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library/pan/pan45-00.asp
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STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (SEA)  
The Executive is due to introduce legislation introducing SEA to Scotland. Covering all new 
strategies, programmes and plans set out by public sector bodies, SEA will ensure impacts on 
the environment are considered thoroughly. A consultation on this process runs until March 
2004.  

ISSUES AROUND DEVELOPMENT OF RENEWABLES 
There are clear advantages in developing renewable technologies, not least reducing climate 
change impacts and limiting use of non-renewable resources. In addition there is money to be 
made. However, renewables can be a complex business, given the need for early investment in 
technologies, market support to allow fledgling industries to take off, and issues surrounding 
location and access to transmission networks. There is also an important distinction to be made 
between renewables used for electricity generation, and those used for more direct energy use, 
such as in transport. Some of the issues are listed below.  

Load factor  
Renewables tend to have a smaller load factor (that is the time the facility will actually generate) 
than conventional generators, primarily because the weather cannot be relied on to deliver all 
the time. However the electricity sector is set up, there remains concern around a scenario of 
the cold, clear windless day in the middle of winter when there is peak demand but all 
renewables may not be generating. Ways round this include developing better electricity storage 
facilities, and ensuring there is an adequate mix of type of electricity generation. In addition, it is 
possible to structure the electricity market such that peaks in electricity consumption (for 
example at the end of popular television programmes) can be reduced by increased consumer 
electricity prices at those times. Of course there are other issues around this type of scheme, 
including fuel poverty.  

Renewables resource  
The Executive issued a press release (Scottish Executive 2001) which stated that 
  

“Scotland has the capacity to be self–sufficient in electricity from renewable energy and 
have plenty left over for the rest of the UK”  
 

This assertion was based on the actual resource available and did not take into account limiting 
factors such as planning, markets, technology development or local opposition. A lot of the best 
sites for conventional large scale hydro power have already been developed but the potential for 
on-shore and off-shore wind power, wave and tidal power and biomass remains extremely high.   

Renewable fuels  
There remains an important distinction between renewables generating electricity, and those 
being developed for use elsewhere, such as biofuels in transport. Scottish targets only relate to 
electricity generation, but the development of renewable fuels face pressures of their own in 
terms of commercial development and support in the market.  

Community and personal buy in to projects 
Most people are in favour of the principle of renewables. In practice however, it is becoming 
clear that there is often opposition to local sites – this is particularly well illustrated by wind 
power, where developers have to put in as many as 8 applications (all at a cost) to ensure one 
success, while local communities on the ground feel removed from the project and have no 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/pages/news/2003/05/SENW532.aspx
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/consultations/environment/seacpl-00.asp
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/pages/news/2001/12/SE5008.aspx
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sense of ownership. Such environmental justice issues are just as valid in this type of situation 
as they would be at more obvious developments, such as traditional power stations.  

Technology 
The technology for hydro power, on-shore and off-shore wind and biomass is relatively well 
developed with an installed capacity which allows reasonable prediction of costs. Much still 
needs to be done to demonstrate the technical commercial feasibility of wave and tidal power 
and most forms of renewable energy require further development to achieve full 
competitiveness.  

Planning approval 
The planning process is coming under considerable pressure due to the sheer number of 
applications, particularly of wind farms, which it is dealing with. Planning approval is seen as a 
major constraint by developers, and by others, as not having sufficient national spatial guidance.  

Incentives to Landowners and Developers 
Information on the returns to investors is not readily available. There is currently considerable 
interest in on-shore wind which would seem to suggest that prospective returns are adequate 
for that form of renewable energy but this may not be so for other technologies.  However, 
prospects can change quickly for better or worse depending on technical developments, costs 
and prices.  

Finance 
The UK has well developed financial markets and there is not likely to be a lack of finance 
available provided projects are able to demonstrate reliable income, predictable costs, credit 
worthy investors and a clear and stable regulatory framework. That said, marine technology 
developers indicate that banks are not yet willing to take a chance on the technology and so to 
date venture capitalists, who demand high returns, are one of the avenues developers must 
take.  

Grid Capacity 
Grid capacity is cited as a potential constraint on development because many of the best sites 
are remote from markets or high capacity transmission lines.  Failure to invest in adequate 
transmission capacity will inhibit investment in generating capacity and vice versa. It may be 
that those in charge of the grid would prefer to see those sites close to the existing grid 
developed first.  

Storage and Alternative Generating Capacity  
A major difficulty of wind, wave and solar power is that generation ceases when the wind stops, 
the seas are calm or the sun is not shining.  These periods can coincide with times of high 
electricity demand. As there is limited capacity for storing electricity, there will need to be 
alternative generating capacity available to meet demand at these times.  Until an efficient 
means is found for storing energy, this remains a major constraint on the proportion of electricity 
generation which can come from those forms of renewable energy which depend on weather 
conditions. However some renewable technologies such as tidal power are predictable, and in 
theory could provide continuous base load generation.  

Markets 
The market for electricity is well developed and sophisticated mechanisms exist for ensuring 
that consumers are supplied from the least cost source.  The price fluctuates with daily and 
seasonal demand and with longer term variations in oil and gas prices. After hitting lows of £15 
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per MWh in 2002, prices currently average around £17-23 per MWh.  The wholesale price of 
electricity generated from new renewables is currently two to three times this level with demand 
being underpinned by the Renewables Obligations Scotland and by customers who are willing 
to pay a premium for green energy.   

Economic development 
Renewables can provide opportunities for economic development, not least in more remote 
locations where the resource is best. This can be through:   
 

• employment in installing and operating generating facilities 
• employment in equipment manufacture for both domestic and export markets 
• returns to landowners, developers and electricity generators 
• returns to local communities 
 

The consultation paper Scotland's Renewable Energy Potential - Beyond 2010 (Scottish 
Executive 2002) acknowledges that:  
 

“renewable developments do not tend to create large numbers of jobs… but… the 
Renewables Obligation Scotland is starting to distribute jobs to more remote areas and 
present new business opportunities for Scottish manufacturing companies… We estimate 
there are currently perhaps around 1000 people in Scotland who owe their jobs to 
renewable energy, and we expect that number to increase in the years ahead.”   
 

As with some of the potential barriers, the magnitude of these opportunities is dependent on 
technical developments, costs and prices and can change rapidly.  Such information has 
commercial value and there is currently an absence of hard data on how large these 
opportunities might be.  WWF Scotland’s green jobs report highlighted that over 24,000 jobs 
could be created from development of renewables. Allowance may have to be made for the loss 
of employment in traditional forms of electricity generation.  

VIEWS OF SELECTED STAKEHOLDERS 
 
There are many different stakeholders with a wide diversity of views and interests.  A selection 
of these views are given below.   
 
A recent Scottish Natural Heritage paper (Scottish Natural Heritage 2003) stated that:  
 

“SNH should continue to press for a more strategic approach [to renewable energy] to be 
taken by the Scottish Executive. It is suggested that the Chairman should seek a meeting 
at Ministerial level to review the trends in development to date, the natural heritage 
issues arising, and the need for a strategic approach, especially in relation to 
transmission upgrade, if the Executive’s vision for 2020 is to be met with a minimum of 
adverse natural heritage impact. The National Planning Framework could provide an 
appropriate vehicle for promoting such an approach and putting some of the key 
elements in place. SNH should offer firm proposals for inclusion in it to cover renewable 
energy issues.” 

  
SNH (2002) have already carried out some work on strategic locational guidance for wind farms.  
 
Some organisations such as Views of Scotland have been formed specifically to raise the profile 
of issues around new renewables developments. Its web site states:  

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/environment/renewenergy2010.pdf
http://www.wwf-uk.org/news/scotland/n_0000000901.asp
http://www.snh.org.uk/data/boards_and_committees/main_board_papers/3-energypolicy.pdf
http://www.snh.org.uk/strategy/pd02b.htm
http://www.viewsofscotland.org/
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“A lack of co-ordination by the Scottish Executive, and an exaggerated belief in the 
usefulness of wind energy, is leading to over investment in a single form of renewable 
energy to the detriment of the wider Scottish economy. The unco-ordinated and 
unbalanced rush into wind power stifles other forms of renewable energy by diverting 
investment from them. It destroys jobs in tourism by destroying the landscape upon 
which those jobs depend. It negates any contribution it makes to sustainability by 
destroying habitats.” 

 
Scottish Environment LINK states (2003) that:  
 

“The Executive should consult on and prepare an Energy Strategy for Scotland, to co-
ordinate and drive forward action on demand reduction and energy efficiency, to 
maximise the opportunities for renewable energy and to prevent ad hoc development in 
areas that require protection. It should encourage a shift away from polluting 
technologies (coal, oil & gas, nuclear) to a combination of energy efficiency (with targets), 
reduced consumption (with targets) and renewable energy generation from a wide range 
of sources and technologies. Scotland’s energy strategy should encourage local energy 
generation and supply.” 

 
The renewables industry association, the Scottish Renewables Forum (2003) has identified 7 
key action points:  
 

• The Scottish Executive should commission research to establish Scotland’s current 
energy use, covering extraction, generation and supply. This should look at energy in 
electricity, heating and transport. 

• The Scottish Executive should set an overall renewable energy target to cover primary 
energy use. Scottish Renewables recommends adoption of a 20% energy target for 2020 

• Sub-targets for electricity, heating and transport should then be set. As has been seen in 
the electricity market, targets can drive investment and delivery of renewables. 

• The Scottish Executive should implement a support mechanism for solar thermal 
systems using A solar Strategy for Scotland as a starting point for development. 

• The Scottish Executive should lead development of a Biofuels Strategy, bringing together 
representatives of government, forestry and energy industries, to look at how best to 
support, promote and develop bioenergy in Scotland. 

• The Scottish Executive should develop funding mechanisms to support delivery of carbon 
savings through renewable heating. Mechanisms could include capital grants, a 
Renewable Obligation for Heating, an “Energy Commitment” type scheme or Carbon 
trading. 

 
Scottish Energy Environment Foundation (SEEF) has published on their web site a list of their 
concerns regarding the practicalities of developing renewable energy.  These are: 
 

• The meeting of the UK’s 2010 10% renewables target is unlikely under the current 
incentive programmes due to the uncertainty associated with the support mechanisms. 
The 2020 20% renewables target and the 2050 60% CO2 reduction targets are presently 
only aspirational and therefore do not incentivise progression towards their fulfilment. 
New Government commitments regarding renewable support would reduce financial risk 
and promote development.  

• Scotland is likely to develop a very large proportion of the overall UK renewable capacity 
to meet the UK’s 10% 2010 target. This is due to Scotland’s good natural resources, low 
population density and sympathetic planning guidelines. The lack of electricity network 

http://everyonecan.org/watching.pdf
http://www.scottishrenewables.com/home.asp
http://www.seef.org.uk/
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capacity and the funding of new capacity are however critical barriers to meeting 
renewable aspirations. 

• The development of renewable energy sources depends on the market for renewable 
energy. Up to 70% of the renewable capacity built under the existing RO will therefore be 
wind as it is most cost-effective. Key opportunities for UK wealth creation through the 
development of new renewable technologies and manufacturing (biomass and marine) 
are insufficiently incentivised and are likely to be developed abroad.  

• RE technologies not currently ‘cost effective’ under the existing support mechanisms are 
likely to become so only if a ‘learning by doing’ approach is adopted through initial 
Government support of worthy technologies.   

• Energy efficiency is crucial to achieving a low-carbon economy and must be developed in 
parallel with renewables. Energy efficiency measures aimed at the fuel poor are likely to 
have significant social and environmental benefits. 

• Due to the intermittency associated with renewables (particularly wind), a balanced 
electricity generation portfolio is required in at least the medium term to maintain security 
of supply and reliability. An economic and readily available energy storage technology 
(apart from the existing but limited hydro pumped storage) does not yet exist to displace 
conventional plant during periods of low renewable output.  

• Full cross-sectoral and cross-policy analysis is required to achieve the Governments’ 
objectives for renewable energy in an efficient and holistic manner. 

 
Many of the arguments above indicate that an assessment of the merits of any particular 
technology or specific development should take account of environmental, social and economic 
factors, i.e. the three pillars of sustainable development.  There are also calls for some type of 
spatial planning element which might give stability to the market and increase confidence 
amongst developers and financiers. It may also allow those making decisions on specific 
developments to have the backing of a national policy and give those who are critical of the 
perceived ad hoc nature of current developments the chance to input into a more strategic 
approach. 
 
RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES  
 
Information on different types of renewable energy can be found on the Scottish Renewables 
Forum  website and on the DTI website.  The following section summarises, supplements and 
updates this information.  Some advantages and disadvantages of each type are given.  

HYDRO 
Hydropower uses the potential energy of water at elevation to drive a turbine connected to an 
electricity generator.  Smaller run-of-river schemes have also been developed. World wide 
hydro power accounts for about 6% of total traded energy production but due to the paucity of 
suitable sites, accounts for less than 1% in the UK (BP Statistical Review of World Energy 
2003).  In Scotland it contributes up to 10% of electricity generated and supplies about 2% of 
total primary energy. There are proposals for new developments at Shieldaig and near Loch 
Ness. ‘Pump storage’ schemes such as at Ben Cruachan, use electricity at cheaper times to 
pump water up a hill to a reservoir to use in generating electricity at times of peak demand.  
 
 
 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Renewable 
No greenhouse gas emissions 

Few large scale cost competitive undeveloped 
sites left in Scotland  

http://www.scottishrenewables.com/home.asp
http://www.scottishrenewables.com/home.asp
http://www2.dti.gov.uk/energy/renewables/technologies/index.shtml
http://www.bp.com/centres/energy/index.asp
http://www.bp.com/centres/energy/index.asp
http://www.highlandlightandpower.co.uk/news_events.html
http://www.scottish-southern.co.uk/news/viewcurrent.asp?id=70
http://www.scottish-southern.co.uk/news/viewcurrent.asp?id=70
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Cost competitive on some sites 
Established technology 
Large scale storage possible 
  

Impacts on aquatic wildlife, landscape and  
recreational values 
Loss of habitats to reservoirs 
Large sites often remote from electricity users 

WIND 
Wind power uses the force of the wind to turn a turbine connected to a generator.  Sites may be 
either on-shore or off-shore. Eleven years ago there were no commercially operating wind farms 
in the UK. Today there are 83 (British Wind Energy Association 2003), of which 15 are in 
Scotland, with many more in planning or development stage. The current position in Scotland is 
(Scottish Renewables Forum 2003):  
 

• Operating ~ 180MW 
• In construction ~ 180MW 
• In planning ~ 140MW  
• In development ~ 400MW 

 

Onshore 
Onshore wind technology is well established. This is partly because other countries took a lead 
in the technology and are now exporting that technology to the UK, and partly because the 
nature of renewables market support was suited to wind farms. Vociferous anti-wind farm 
campaigns have sprung up against some developments.   
 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Renewable    
No greenhouse  gas emissions  
Well developed technology and significant 
installed capacity making for predicable costs 
Potentially large resource 
 

Increased financial cost to consumer, though 
now competitive 
Visual impact  
Noise pollution  
Intermittent supply  
Wildlife impacts  
Effect on radar 

Off-shore 
Using the same resource as on-shore technology, off-shore wind is more expensive to develop, 
maintain and link into the electricity grid. As a result the technology has not progressed as 
quickly as on-shore wind, but it can be less intrusive.  
 
The UK Government has sought to develop off-shore wind in a more strategic, spatial manner. 
In 2000, the owner of the sea bed, the Crown Estate, made 18 sites available on a prelicensed 
basis, with guaranteed pre-approval for projects meeting certain criteria. This first round of 
approval was site specific, and was limited to developments of 30 turbines. It included one site 
in Scottish waters, in the Solway Firth (now progressing as Robin Rigg wind farm).  
 
A second release of areas defined as appropriate for off-shore development took place in July 
2003. Three key areas have been identified after Strategic Environmental Assessment by the 
DTI. These are Thames Estuary, Greater Wash and North West. On 18 December 2003 the 
successful bids were announced, including three outside UK territorial waters, a move which will 
be allowed under proposals in the Energy Bill, introduced recently to the House of Lords. More 
information is available on the Crown Estate website.   
 

http://www.bwea.com/
http://www.offshorewindfarms.co.uk/
http://www.pm.gov.uk/output/page5075.asp
http://www.crownestate.co.uk/index_4.shtml
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The Scottish Executive and DTI are supporting the world’s first deep water offshore wind farm 
development off the coast of the north-east, to be taken forward by Talisman Energy. Aberdeen 
City Council are developing proposals for 20 wind turbines a kilometre offshore.  
 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Renewable 
No greenhouse gas emissions 
Potentially large resource 
 
 

Increased financial cost to consumer    
Some visual impact depending on proximity to 
land 
Less developed technology and low installed 
capacity making for uncertain costs 
Impact on wildlife and shipping 
Effect on radar  

WAVE 
The energy in waves can be harnessed by various means to power a turbine and hence a 
generator.  Sites may be either on the shoreline or off-shore.  The Executive has scoped some 
options for marine energy in Scotland Scottish Executive 2003f).  
 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Renewable 
No greenhouse gas  emissions 
Potentially large resource 
Market yet to be developed – Scotland has the 
opportunity to lead the world  
 
 

Increased financial cost to consumer 
Some visual impact depending on proximity to 
land 
Undeveloped technology and low installed 
capacity making for uncertain costs 
Impact on wildlife, shipping and, for shoreline 
installations, recreational use of the coast.  

TIDAL 
Tidal power uses the twice daily rise of the sea to feed a reservoir which then drives a turbine 
and generator when the sea level falls.  The most attractive sites are where there is a large tidal 
reach and a narrow opening to a large sea inlet e.g. Solway Firth, Bristol Channel.  Alternatively, 
powerful tidal currents can be used without the need for a reservoir. Because tides are 
predictable, this may be the technology most likely to deliver a base load of electricity.  
 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Renewable 
Predictable 
No greenhouse gas emissions  
Potentially large resource 
Again, opportunity for Scotland to be world 
leader  

Undeveloped technology and low installed 
capacity making for uncertain costs 
Limited number of suitable sites 
Increased cost to consumer 
Impact on wildlife and shipping 

SOLAR 
Solar power is an example of a technology that can be used at a local level to reduce demand 
for traditional electricity supplies, for instance by installation on domestic homes. Despite 
Scotland’s climate, solar power can still make a contribution, as it uses daylight, rather than 
direct sunlight. RSPB has developed, using a partnership approach, a package which can see 
both photovoltaic cells and panels for water heating installed, with the opportunity to sell unused 
electricity back to the grid. The Energy Saving Trust also offers grants. The German Bundestag 
recently adopted  a new round of support for solar energy.  

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/environment/marineenergy.pdf
http://www.goingsolar.co.uk/sect1/subsect0/
http://www.est.org.uk/solar/
http://www.bmu.de/en/1024/js/topics/renewableenergy/solar_energy/
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Photovoltaic cells 
Photovoltaic cells arrayed in panels convert solar radiation directly into electricity.  As such they 
are the most efficient way of converting energy from the sun into electricity. The latest 
commercially available photovoltaic cells are capable of converting up to 12% of the incident 
energy from the sun into electricity, while biomass achieves less than 2%.  However, they do 
not perform as well in cloudy conditions or when the sun is low in the sky.        

Active solar heating 
Active solar heating systems use solar radiation to heat water which can then either be used for 
domestic, commercial or industrial purposes.  
 
Advantages 
 

Disadvantages 

Renewable 
Long term financial savings  
No greenhouse gas emissions 
Potentially large resource 
Well developed technology  
 

Increased initial cost to consumer 
Requires large areas of land if more than niche 
use  
Intermittent supply  

WASTE 
Household, industrial, agricultural and forestry waste can all be used to produce utilisable power 
using a variety of technologies.  These include incineration to fire a conventional steam driven 
generator, combined heat and power providing both electricity and low grade heat suitable for 
district heating, ‘pyrolysis’ to produce liquid and gas fuels, and anaerobic digestion to produce 
methane rich gas.  The last process takes place naturally in landfill sites - the resulting gas can 
leak into the atmosphere contributing to greenhouse gas emissions or be flared or tapped as a 
source of energy. 
 
By some definitions waste is not a renewable fuel as the energy content may, in part, be derived 
from fossil fuels. In addition doubts have been raised about dioxin emissions. However it could 
be considered as Best Practicable Environmental Option in certain areas. There is an argument 
that development of ‘waste to energy’ plants will mean waste will be required as a resource, 
potentially undermining plans to reduce waste outputs.  
 
Virtually all agricultural and forestry waste and much domestic waste is derived from recently 
grown vegetation and as such is renewable and greenhouse gas neutral, at least in the medium 
term.    
 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Renewable, at least in part 
Largely  greenhouse gas neutral in the medium 
term 
Potentially large resource 
Reduces the need for alternative forms of 
waste disposal  

Dispersed sources require expensive 
collection 
Potential pollution from incineration and 
disposal of residues 
Develops waste as a required ongoing 
resource  
 

BIOMASS AND BIOFUELS 
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This is anything derived from plant or animal matter including forestry and agricultural wastes, 
and specifically grown energy crops. Biomass is commonly used in combined heating and 
electricity systems. Biomass can be burnt directly or have combustible oils extracted for use in, 
for example, transport. Biofuels are a well established technology in some countries. The 
Scottish Executive consulted recently on proposals to increase the use of biomass in power 
stations. The Woodland Trust are keen advocates of the use of biomass, citing figures that 
biomass energy already accounts for 12 per cent, 18 per cent and 23 per cent of energy supply 
in Austria, Sweden and Finland respectively, compared to 0.1% in Scotland (Woodland Trust 
2001).   
 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Renewable 
Greenhouse gas  neutral  
Potentially large resource 
 
 

Dispersed sources require expensive 
collection 
Potential pollution from incineration and 
disposal of residues 
Increased cost to the consumer 

GEOTHERMAL 
Geothermal energy relies on tapping the heat in the earth’s crust either for heating water which 
is then used for space heating or for electricity generation.  Examples include a housing estate 
in Shettleston. The Shettleston Housing Association web site gives details. 
 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Greenhouse gas neutral  
Potentially large resource 
 
 

Increased cost to the consumer 
Few exploitable sites in Scotland 
Undeveloped technology and low installed 
capacity makes for uncertain costs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/pages/news/2003/08/SEEL054.aspx
http://www.parliament.the-stationery-office.co.uk/pa/cm200001/cmselect/cmenvaud/334/334m10.htm
http://www.sustainableconstruction.co.uk/shettleston.htm
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EC/S2/04/01/4 

 
Enterprise and Culture Committee 

 
Meeting 6 January 2004 

 
Committee Work Programme 

 
   
Introduction 
 
The committee has now completed its inquiry into the impact of the proposals in the 
UK government White Paper The Future of Higher Education on Scottish higher 
education, and is beginning to take evidence today on its inquiry into renewable 
energy. 
 
Issue 
 
The Committee has agreed to undertake an inquiry into business growth and 
entrepreneurialism, with an indicative start date of January 2004.  Members have 
received some informal briefing on the factual background to this area.  
 
The Auditor General is currently undertaking an inquiry into Scottish Enterprise and 
Highlands and Islands Enterprise spend on business growth.  According to the Audit 
Scotland website, the study will look at: 
 

� ‘Who benefits from the support provided by the enterprise agencies 
� What support is offered and how this is managed 
� What outcomes and impacts have been achieved? 

 
‘The study focuses on financial assistance provided to existing companies. It will not 
look at the impact of inward investment assistance and assistance for new starts.   
 
We will examine case files relating to assistance to specific groups of companies 
recognised by the enterprise agencies as innovative and therefore potential high 
growth.  This will identify who is being supported, the benefits expected from support 
and evidence of the extent to which those benefits have been realised.  This will be 
complimented by evidence from interviews with a selection of the companies 
receiving support.’ 
 
This report is due for publication in spring 2004, and the Audit Committee will 
consider it once it is published. 
 
Whilst the Auditor General’s report does not address the full range of issues covered 
by business growth and entrepreneurship, there is nevertheless the potential for 
some duplication.  The Committee might wish to wait until the report has been 
published so that its outcomes can help to focus the Committee’s inquiry. 
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Members will also wish to note that the Finance Committee will be commissioning 
research in January, to identify and quantify cross-cutting expenditure on economic 
development in Scotland. This research will form the first phase of the Finance 
Committee’s review of cross-cutting expenditure on economic development and is 
due for publication in March 2004.  Again, some of this information is likely to be 
useful to the Committee in considering its remit for an inquiry into growing 
businesses. 
 
It is proposed that the Committee postpone the development of its inquiry into 
business growth and entrepreneurship pending the publication of the Auditor 
General’s report into Scottish Enterprise and Highlands and Island Enterprise. 
 
The Roll-Out of Broadband 
 
This leaves a gap in the Committee’s work programme from the beginning of 
February 2004.  The committee agreed earlier in the session to conduct an inquiry 
into broadband in Scotland.  This inquiry could consider the continuing issue of the 
roll-out of broadband infrastructure across Scotland, the measures being taken by 
the Executive and its agencies to promote the use of broadband, and the difficulties 
and barriers being encountered.  It could build on and update the work on the topic 
undertaken by the Enterprise and Lifelong Learning committee Inquiry into the New 
Economy in 2001. 
 
It is proposed that the Committee move its inquiry into the roll-out of 
broadband forward with a view to agreeing a remit later in January. 
 
Other work areas 
 
Members have already agreed to consider work on the following areas: 
 

� Community Arts inquiry 
� Budget scrutiny 2005-06 
� Area Tourist Board Review 

 
More detailed papers on these issues will be brought to the Committee in due 
course. 
 
The Committee is invited to agree: 
 
1)  to postpone its inquiry into business growth and entrepreneurship 
pending publication of the Auditor General’s forthcoming report into Scottish 
Enterprise and Highlands and Islands Enterprise; 
 
2) to consider a remit for an inquiry into the roll-out of broadband in late 
January 2004, with a view to taking evidence from February. 
 
Alasdair Morgan 
Convener 
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